**SCOPE POST-EVENT FEEDBACK**

### Event Information
- Group name
- Point of contact
- Date of the event

### Coordination Feedback
- Interactions with co-coordinator planners (pre-event) were...
  - Positive
  - Neutral
  - Needs improvement
- If you selected “needs improvement”, please describe why

### Event Feedback
- How would you describe your event? (1-5)
  - Very unsuccessful (1)
  - Very successful (5)
- If “unsuccessful”, (1-2), please describe why
- Interactions with the volunteer(s) were...
  - Positive
  - Neutral
  - Needs improvement
- If “needs improvement”, please describe why

### Suggestions for Improving our Program
- How did this event fit in with your learning objective, requirements, or science standards?
- How could SCOPE better integrate your science curriculum into our program?
- Is there anything else SCOPE could improve on?
- Any additional questions/comments/concerns?
- Would you be willing to share quotes or photos from you or your participants for SCOPE to use in a poster or presentation?

I thought this event....
- ...was enjoyed by most
- ...helped us achieve our learning outcomes
- ...went smoothly and timely
- ...was led by volunteers able to communicate on the level of my group
- ...was an adequate introduction for my group to marine science, earth/ocean research, etc.
- ...introduced my students to types of science careers